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Fully Differential Cross Sections for Double Photoionization of He Measured
by Recoil Ion Momentum Spectroscopy
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Recoil momentum spectroscopy has been used to measure fully differential cross sections for double
photoionization of He at energies of 1–80 eV above threshold. The measurement technique allows
the determination of the vector momenta of all three escaping particles, and samples the entire final
momentum space. When presented in terms of the momentum vector of the center of mass of the
electron pair and the relative momentum of the two electrons, the data reveal simple features of the
correlated motion. The resulting patterns near threshold are found to be in agreement with a Wannier
description of the process. [S0031-9007(96)00803-4]
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The slow breakup of a bound system into three charg
particles remains one of the most fundamental and
triguing problems in physics. The final state wave fun
tion must represent a high degree of few-body Coulo
correlation involving the simultaneous interaction of a
three particles, and no single consensus has appeare
how best to represent this wave function. The case
double photoionization of He is particularly well suite
to the study of this problem because (i) the energy
livered to the system can be very well controlled, (
the angular momentum delivered to the system throu
the electric dipole operator is known, and (iii) the io
remaining after the double photoionization is a bare n
cleus possessing no relevant internal structure. The
tests of this correlation-dominated process are provid
by experiments in which the vector momenta of all thr
final particles are determined in coincidence. In 19
Schwarzkopfet al. [1] reported the first experiment of thi
type in which the momentum vectors of the two phot
electrons were detected in coincidence for equal exce
energy sharing. Several subsequent experiments of
type have been reported, covering both equal and une
energy sharing of the excess energy but always restric
to a coplanar geometry [2–6]. These data have revea
striking correlation patterns. Though many of the ma
features of the angular distributions are determined by
lection rules [7], the quantitative form of the data provid
the desired information on the three body decay dyna
ics. Parallel developments of the theoretical descriptio
of the process have demonstrated an ability to account
many of the main features of these patterns [7–13].

In this paper we present fully differential cross sectio
for double ionization of He near threshold obtained
measuring the momenta of the He21 recoil ion and that
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of one of the photoelectrons. Here we understand
word fully to mean that, apart from electron spins, t
final state of the system is completely kinematically det
mined. The data differ from those obtained in coincide
photoelectron detection in at least two ways which ha
more than technical importance. First, our data are ta
with two detectors which sample at an excess energy
1 eV, the complete momentum space (4p solid angle)
for the ion and one of the electrons, and are recor
event by event. This means that the final momenta of
three particles are determined forevery double ionization
event,with no necessity to choosea priori a particular
angle or energy for either electron. Thus the entire fi
five-dimensional momentum space of the escaping th
particles is sampled without prejudice, and the phys
process itself determines which parts of this space are
most important. In principle, a similar measurement co
be performed by measuring coincident photoelectrons
all polar and azimuthal angles and energy combinatio
but this is an experimentally hopeless task with the so
angles of typical electron spectrometers. Second, the
coil ion momentum itself, which is equal and opposite
the center-of-mass momentum of the ejected electron p
appears to be a particularly convenient coordinate for
description of the physical process at hand.

Thus instead of the conventional momentum coor
natesk1 andk2 of the two electrons, we choose the (J
cobi) momentum coordinateskr  k1 1 k2 and kR 
1
2 sk1 2 k2d of the electron-pair center-of-mass (CM) m
tion and the electron-pair relative motion, respective
[14]. Neglecting the photon momentum, the ion m
mentum is2kr . These momenta are just the conjuga
coordinates of the relative vectorsr 

1
2 sr1 1 r2d and

R  r1 2 r2 of the electron-pair CM and interelectron
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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axis, respectively. The electric dipole operator is exac
ê ? r in these coordinates and hence excites directly
kr motion of the He21 relative to the electron-pair CM
Interelectronic excitation alongkR derives from subse
quent coupling to thekr motion, which is at the hear
of double ionization and the few-body Coulomb proble
Especially near threshold, the use of these relative coo
nates reveals naturally certain simple characteristics of
strongly correlated motion of the electron pair not eas
seen in thek1, k2 description. As has been pointed o
on several occasions previously, this situation is simila
that encountered in nuclear physics, where the excita
of rotational and vibrational motion is better described
terms of collective rather than single-particle coordinat

The use of cold target recoil momentum spectrosco
(COLTRIMS) in both ion-He and photon-He collisions
now well established, and is described in Refs. [15–1
The essential feature of the method is that the He targ
cooled in a supersonic jet to an internal temperature be
0.2 K, for which its thermal momentum (,0.05 a.u.) is
much less than the momentum transfer which the
receives in the physical process of interest (typica
.1 a.u.). In the version of the apparatus we have u
for the present study, the cooled gas jet was crossed
a photon beam from the Advanced Light Source (AL
at LBNL and a weak transverse electric field (2 Vycm)
was used to accelerate the He ions onto the surface
channel plateZ stack equipped with a position-sensitiv
wedge-and-strip anode. The ALS was operated in a t
bunch mode which allowed the time of flight of the reco
ion to be measured with a precision near 1 ns. T
vector momentum of the He ion was determined fro
a combination of this time of flight and the position
which the ion struck the detector. A second positio
sensitive detector located facing the ion detector but
the opposite side of the interaction region detected on
the photoelectrons in coincidence with the recoil ion. T
vector momentum of this photoelectron was calculated
the same way as was that of the recoil ion. Events
which both photoelectrons struck the electron detec
which occurred with low but nonzero probability, we
rejected based upon the pulse-height distribution fr
the electron detector. Our recoil ion detector hadp
solid angle for all excess energiessEexcd. The electron
detector, however, had a full solid angle only up toEexc 
1 eV. Therefore momentum distributions atEexc 
1 eV are measured with an electron-recoil coinciden
yielding thekr andkR distributions, while for the higher
energies only the recoil momentum distributions could
determined in coincidence with the machine pulse.

In Fig. 1 we present density plots of the momentum d
tributions measured for a photon energy 1 eV above
double ionization threshold. The distributions show p
jections of all events with20.1 , kx , 0.1 a.u. into the
y-z plane, wherez lies along the polarization vector of th
electric field and the photon propagates in thex direction.
Figure 1(a) shows the He21 recoil ion momentum distri-
tly
the
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FIG. 1. Density plots of projections of the momentum spec
from double ionization of He by 80.1 eV photons. Thez and
y components of the momentum are plotted on the horizo
and vertical axes, respectively, the polarization vector of
photon is in thez direction and the photon propagates in thex
direction. Only events with20.1 , kx , 0.1 a.u are projected
onto the plane. (a) The He21 recoil ion (or 2kr) momentum
distribution. The outer circle indicates the maximum possi
recoil ion momentum, and the inner circle is the locus
events for which thekr motion has half of the excess energ
(b) The distribution of single electron momenta (k1 or k2).
The circle locates the momentum of an electron which car
the full excess energy. (c) The relative electron moment
(or kR  k1 2 k2) distribution. The circle identifies the
maximum possible value forkR.

bution which is equivalent to thekr distribution. The dis-
tribution appears qualitatively dipolelike in character, ev
so near threshold. Figure 1(b) shows the distribution ofk1

(or k2), the laboratory momentum of either electron, a
demonstrates that the strong interaction between the e
trons has completely removed the simple dipolelike d
tribution which one sees in single ionization, or in doub
ionization at photon energies well above threshold. T
result is known from previous measurements [19,20]. F
ure 1(c) shows thekR distribution and hence the relativ
motion of the two electrons. It indicates that the electr
1025
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pair separates preferentially perpendicular to the pho
polarization axis and therefore perpendicular to the rec
momentum2kr . This is qualitatively consistent with a
Wannier picture of the process. The He21 ion and the elec-
tron pair separate in such a way that the electron-pair C
remains near the ion but stably oscillates perpendicula
the “Wannier ridge” alongR, or essentiallykR . Motion of
the electron-pair CM along the Wannier ridge is unsta
and may result in one or the other of the electrons reco
bining with the ion, blocking double escape.

In the dipole approximation the momentum dependen
of the fivefold differential cross section is characteriz
by overlap matrix elementskkrkRjcl of detector states
kkrkRj with 1Po continuum statesjcl of the electron
pair [14]. These quantities are related to the moment
representatioñcskr , kRd of the continuum states and ar
a linear combinationc̃ 

P
K cK c̃

z
K of substates with

projection K  R̂ ? L of the total angular momentum
along the Wannier ridge and with a definite evenness
oddness along the ridge denoted by the quantum num
z  0 or 1. For 1Po states,K  0, 1 and K 1 z 
1. When approximated by Wannier wave functions,c̃

z
K

gives in leading order the familiar energy dependen
s , Ems112z d of the total cross section withm  1.056
in He. In the Wannier theory, the mixing coefficien
cK remain undetermined; however, minimal excitatio
along the Wannier ridge is generally observed both ab
and below the double ionization threshold. Hence o
expects z  0, K  1 to dominate overz  1, K 
0 excitation. From the experiments performed usi
traditional coincident electron spectroscopy (g,2e) no
pictures equivalent to Fig. 2 can be obtained since th
are restricted to selected angular and energy combinat
between the electrons. However, Lablanquieet al. [5]
could show from their (g, 2e) data that atEexc  4 eV

FIG. 2. Density plots calculated from the Wannier mod
corresponding to Figs. 1(a) and 1(c), for different choices
the K quantum number (see text).
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the ratio ofK  1 (which is theau term in their notation)
to K  0 is smaller than 1y16.

Figures 2(a)–2(d) show
R

jc̃
z
K j2 dVx for K  0 and

K  1 calculated using an extendedfourth-order Wan-
nier description [14] which allows a direct Fourier tran
form of the Wannier coordinate wave functionc

z
K sr, Rd

and hence direct determination of the momentum wa
function c

z
Kskr , kRd, which is undefined in the second

order Wannier theory. Comparison of Figs. 2(c) and 2
with the data shown in Fig. 1(c) clearly shows that
sz  0, K  1d excitation is favored.

A more quantitative discussion of these results can
carried out by focusing on the relative partition of th
excess energy betweenkR and kr motions and on the
angular distributions ofkR and kr . The total excess
energy, which is the difference between the photon ene
and the double ionization threshold energy of 79.1 e
can be written as (in a.u.)E 

1
4 k2

r 1 k2
R. Figure 3

FIG. 3. Cross sections differential in energy plotted as
function of the fraction of the excess energy in thekr
(filled circles) or kR (open circles) motion. The solid curve
in the upper three figures is from the fourth-order Wann
calculation. The theoretical curves are normalized to t
experiment, which is on an absolute scale.
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FIG. 4. Experimental asymmetry parameters for the orien
tion of the interelectron axis (kR motion) at an excess energ
of 1 eV (full triangles) and of the recoiling nucleus (kr motion)
for 1 eV (full circles), 6 eV (open circles), 20 eV (full squares
and 80 eV (open squares) as a function of the fraction of
excess energy in thekr motion.

shows measured cross sections differential in ene
plotted separately forkR and kr motion, for several
photon energies. Far above threshold the energy sha
is seen to be approximately equal, while near thresh
much more energy is carried in the relative motion of t
two electrons than by their center of mass motion. T
data are well described by

R
jc̃

z0
K1j

2 dVr VR calculated
from the fourth-order Wannier theory [14] (solid line
even quite far above threshold. Note that the experime
data are on an absolute scale, with an error of about
for the absolute value. They have been normalized
the cross sections of [21] using the ratio of double
single ionization from [17,22]. The Wannier calculatio
has been normalized to fit the maximum. A recentab
initio calculation by Pont and Shakeshaft [23] shows ve
good absolute agreement with our experimental results
6, 20, and 80 eV excess energy.

The angular distributions ofkr (the recoil ion) andkR
with respect to the polarization axis can be parametriz
in the usual way by angular asymmetry parametersbr or
bR , respectively, wheredsydv , 1 1 bP2scosud. A
straightforward calculation in the fourth-order Wanni
theory near the “cold-ion” limitkr ! 0 (or kR !

p
Eexc)

gives forK  1 br . 7
5 andbR , eq 2 1; for K  0,

it gives br . 4
5 and bR . 12. Comparison with the

1 eV measured values in Fig. 4 shows that theK 
1 excitation is favored, although someK  0 mixing
occurs. With increasing photon energy we findbr ! 2.
For high photon energies the energy between the
electrons gets asymmetric. In this case the recoil ion w
reflect the angular dependence of the fast electronsk1d and
one expectsbr ø bk1 ! 2.

In conclusion, we have used cold target recoil ion m
mentum spectroscopy to measure completely differen
ta-
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cross sections for double ionization of He from 1 to 80 e
above threshold. The momentum distribution of the He21

recoils shows a qualitatively dipolelike character at eve
the lowest photon energy, but quantitatively differs from
a pure cosu2 distribution by an amount which proves to
be a sensitive probe of theory. The He atom preferentia
breaks up such that the nucleus recoils along the phot
polarization axis while the two electrons separate along
line perpendicular to the polarization.
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